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<Summary> This paper presents a two‑step algorithm for detecting video shot boundaries in a
wavelet transform domain. It captures gradual shot transitions such as dissolves and fades as
well as abrupt shot transitions such as cuts. At the first step, it computes a distance between
video intervals to find an isolated interval. Then, at the second step, it computes a distance
between frames to specify the exact location of a shot boundary. Its effectiveness is evaluated
in terms of recall and precision.
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1. Introduction

appropriate temporal segments. A shot is considered
as the most basic structure of a video, and is qualified

Videos have become major contents in the areas of

for the purpose of video indexing.

telecommunications, entertainment and education. A

In this paper, a two‑step algorithm for detecting

variety of moving pictures are available on the Inter‑

video shot boundaries is presented. It captures grad‑

net, such as video clips, movie pictures and live TV

ual shot transitions such as fades and dissolves as

programs. Recent developments in video coding tech‑

well as abrupt transitions such as cuts. It computes a

niques and network technology have made it possible

distance between video intervals and that between

to access a huge number of videos and streaming

frames by comparing feature vectors. A feature

videos over networks. More and more video contents

vector comprises the coarsest subband and the

are available on line. On the other hand, non‑linear

significance map of the finer subband of the wavelet

editing of videos has come into wide use.

transform of a frame or an interval.

To deal with vast amount of visual information,
effective indexing techniques are needed1),2). MPEG‑

The

effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated in
terms of recall and precision values.

7 is initiated for the purpose of providing multimedia

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

description interfaces and useful tools for describing

Section 2 describes shot transitions and early studies

video contents3).

to detect them. Section 3 details the proposed wave‑

The goal of this study is to develop a framework of

let domain shot boundary detection. Section 4 shows

automated video indexing for browsing a video quick‑

implementations and experimental results. Finally,

ly, retrieving similar videos by their contents, and

section 5 states the concluding remarks of this paper.

aiding a user to edit a video. We have proposed a
2. Shot Boundary Detection
video querying technique that uses an image or a
sequence of frames as a query to retrieve similar

2.1 Shot Transitions

parts of a video4'. It is important for content‑based

A shot is an interval that represents continuous

video indexing to decompose a video sequence into

action captured by a single camera51. Two types of
l7
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shot transitions are considered : abrupt transitions

ture.

2.3

and gradual transitions.
A cut is an abrupt transition that occurs when one
shot follows another without any editing effect.

Gradual Transition Detection

Frame‑based methods work well for det∝ting
abrupt transitions since the involved statistics change

Fading effects are typical gradual transitions. A

dramatically at a cut point. It is, however, sometimes

fade‑out is an effect that the luminance of a frame

insufficient for detecting a gradual transition. The

gradually changes leading to a black, white or other

frame content over a gradual transition is considered

homogenous color frame. A fade‑in is the reverse

as a mixture of entirely different two contents. Thus,

process : starting from a homogenous color frame,

the distance is relatively large compared with that in

the frame varies until a definite frame of the follow‑

a stable shot. It is, at the same time, not so large

ing shot appears.

compared with that in an abrupt transition since the

A dissolve is considered as a cross‑fading effect.

frame content correlates to some extent with the

One shot fades out while at the same time the follow‑

beginning part and the ending part of the gradual

ing shot fades in. The dissolve smoothly concatenates

transition. As a result, the frame‑based detection

two different shots, and it is frequently used in van‑

approach is likely to miss those shot boundaries, or it

ous videos.

can detect so many false shot boundaries.

A wipe is an impressive gradual transition. Unlike

Zhang10) has introduced a twin‑comparison

a dissolve, a wipe does not produce a mixture frame

approach for detecting gradual transitions. It uses

of different shots. Instead, one frame of a shot is

two threshold values: a higher threshold value for

moving away, and simultaneously allother frame in

detecting a cut, and a lower threshold value for

the next shot is sliding in. In another words, a part of

detecting a potential start point of a gradual transi‑

a frame is occupied by one shot and the rest of the

tion. It first computes a frame distance based on a

frame is occupied by the next shot.

color histogram comparison. If the distance exceeds

2.2

Frame‑Based Detection Techniques

the higher threshold value, a cut is declared. If the

A typical shot boundary detection technique com‑

distance does not exceeds the higher threshold value,

putes a distance between successive frames to find a

but exceeds the lower threshold value, a potential

shot transition where some distance becomes

start point of gradual transition is marked, and ac‑

significantly large.

cumulated distance is calculated until a frame dis‑

A number of automatic shot boundary detection
techniques have been proposed6),7).

Boreczky8)

tance drops below the lower threshold value. If an
accumulated distance exceeds the higher threshold

compared several detection algorithms. They are

value, an end point of gradual transition is declared.

based on pixel differences, histograms, motion vectors

Xiong11) has developed a step‑variable method. It

and DCT coefficients. Gargi9) evaluated several

reduces computational costs by varying a duration of

methods that use color histograms, block motion

two frames of which frame distance is calculated.

matching and MPEG compressed data.

They use two types of distance metrics: a net com‑

A pixel difference is the earliest approach to detect

parison12), that compares the pixels along prede丘ned

a cut in digital video sequence. It is easy to imple‑

net lines of an image, and an edge based distance.

ment and fast. However, it is not robust to some

The net comparison is a pixel difference metric, thus,

changes other than a cut such as lighting changes,

it is sensitive to luminance changes. To the contrary,

camera motions and noises.

the edge based distance is considered to insensitive to

To give a robustness to such changes, a histogram・
based approach is developed. Many variations of

luminance changes.
2.4

Compressed Domain Approaches

histogram‑based detection techniques are proposed.

Since most of videos are popular in the compressed

Global histograms, local histograms and running

format, it is quite interesting to detect shot bound‑

histograms are investigated by Boreczky8), and they

aries in a compressed domain.

are relatively accurate and consistent in the litera‑
18

Nang13) has proposed a simple shot boundary detec‑
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tion technique that detects a cut from a MPEG video

algorithm works on a wavelet transform domain. It

sequence. It compares a type of macroblocks in

generates two different types of metrics from the

B‑frames to丘nd a significant change. Junu) has

coarsest and丘ner subbands, respectively. A combina‑

developed a dissolve detection algorithm that also

tion of these metrics leads to robust detection of both

uses macroblock information. It analyzes the ratio of

abrupt and gradual shot transitions. In addition,

forward macroblocks in B‑frames and the spatial

compressed‑domain processing will contribute to

distribution of macroblocks.

reduce computations as well as to save a memory.

Bescos15) has studied eight metrics for both pixel‑
domain and compressed‑domain, where compressed‑

3. Wavelet Domain Shot Boundary Detection

domain means DC image of a frame in a MPEG‑2

3.1 Video Interval in a Wavelet Domain

video sequence. A problem of shot boundary detec‑

When an image is transformed into a tw0‑

tion is modeled as a classi伝cation in a decision space.

dimensional wavelet transform domain, the energy of

The decision space is a vector space yielded by the

the image concentrates into lower frequency bands.

application of a single or multiple metrics. As a

The coarsest subband component in the two‑

result of analysis of the maximum capability of sepa‑

dimensional spatial wavelet transform looks like a

ration, an optimal decision space is generated for

miniature copy of the original image. Also, it is a fact

each type of transitions such as cuts and gradual

that successive frames over a short period strongly

transitions.

correlate to each other. When a video sequence is

Motion‑JPEG 200016'is a one of up‑coming image

transformed into a three‑dimensional wavelet trans‑

and video coding standards. It has a lot of novel

form domain, the video contents are decomposed into

features such as quality scalabilities, ROIs (Region Of

subbands with respect to scales in time as well as

Interests), and seamless lossy and lossless codings.

spatial scales. The coarsest subband component with

The fact that Motion‑JPEG2000 involves merely

respect to time scale represents an average over time,

intra‑frame coding techniques matches various kinds

and is considered to represent the average informa‑

of applications, e.g. high quality video editing and

tion over a particular period. On the other hand, finer

mobile communications where the mobile terminals

subband components represent local and temporal

have limited CPU resources for motion‑compensated

activities over the period. It is quite reasonable to

video codings. JPEG 200017'is a wavelet‑based coding

expect that the energy of a video sequence will con‑

technique. Two‑dimensional wavelet coefficients are

centrate into lower frequency bands.

obtained from a partially decoded bitstream.

Fig. 1 illustrates a sample of a video interval. It is

The proposed two‑step shot boundary detection

part of a video sequence, and consists of several
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Fig. 1 Example of a video interval (left), corresponding three‑dimensional wavelet transforms (top right) and the
distribution of signi丘cant wavelet coe伝cients (bottom right)
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successive frames, as shown at the left. Its three‑

given for their representation. On the other hand,

dimensional wavelet transform is shown in the top

coefficients in the finer subbands have almost zer0‑

row at the right. The distribution of significant

mean and a smaller variance. It is more important to

coeffcients is in the bottom row at the right, where

describe where a significant coefficient is located in

significant implies to be large in magnitude. It should

particular finer subbands rather than how large the

be noted that the leftmost two pictures of the wavelet

significant coefficient itself is. Thus, we represent the

transform and the significance distribution show the

finer subbands as a binary map. Significant and

coarsest subband components with respect to the

insignificant coefficients are encoded into one and

temporal frequency rather than the spatial frequency.

zero, respectively.

The spatially coarsest subband is placed at the top‑

We are going to classify wavelet coefficients in丘ner

left corner of individual pictures as usual as in the

subbands by their signi丘cance. One way to do this is

conventional two‑dimensional wavelet transforms of

thresholding. However, a di伍culty arises in de丘ning

images. One can see, in the figure, that significant

an appropriate threshold value. Few coefficients can

coefficients mainly populate in coarser subbands m

be classified as signi丘cant under an excessively high

time as well as in space.

threshold value. On the other hand, most of the

Owing to the above observations, some particular

coefficients can be classi員ed as signi丘cant under an

subbands, especially coarser components, in the three‑

excessively low threshold value. Thus, we take a

dimensional wavelet transform of a video sequence

top‑iV approach18'‑191. For a given constant N, largest

are assumed to convey significant contents in a video,

N coe爪cients in magnitude are classi丘ed as

while significant coefncients in finer subbands imply

signi丘cant and the other insigni丘cant coefficients are

the presence of edges, textures and sharp variations

neglected. Every coe抗cient in the丘ner subbands is

in time.

quantized into one or zero depending on its

3.2
3.2.1

A Metric for Frame Distance

signi伝cance or insignificance to form a binary repre‑

Feature Vector of a Frame

sentation of a signi伝cance map. As a result, a feature

In order to measure the similarity between succe‑

vector that consists of the signi丘cance map and the

ssive two frames, we have constructed a feature

coarsest subband coe伝cients are obtained for a frame

vector for a video frame as follows. Fig. 2 shows the

in a video sequence.

procedure for making a feature vector.

3.2.2

Definition of a Frame Distance

The coarsest subband coefficients have a large

A feature vector F comprises the coarsest subband

average value and a large variance. They are all

C and the signi斤cance map S of丘ner subbands of the

significant coefficients, and higher precision should be

two‑dimensional wavelet transform of a frame pic‑
ture.

F‑{C,S}.
o□ o

Wave et Transform
ofa Frame

一一一一一
Ci
Sequence of
Coarsest Subbands

coefficients. It is a coarse approximation of a frame.

0
Temporal WaveIet Transform

◇

由
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O

〔燕…OQ
く>

(1)

The coarsest subband consists of quantized wavelet

theCoarsest
Subband

The signi丘cance map is a binary map: signi丘cant
coefficients in丘ner subbands are encoded as unity and
insigni丘cant coe伝cients are encoded as zero. It‑
implies the presence of sharp changes such as edges
and textures.

frFi一章 IS.
Finer Subbands

Sign川cance C一assification

O

The distance between feature vectors of successive
two frames, say Fn+i and Fn, is dehed after some

Significance ClassMcatlon

O
fo.s

preliminary de丘nitions.

We measure the similarity between two coarsest
subbands, C+i and Cn, by the L 1 distance, as follows.

Fig. 2
20

Procedure for making significance maps
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IGh ‑Cn¥¥l¥‑∑∑ cn+i(i,j)‑cn(i,j)¥,
I

To measure the similarity between two intervals,

J

(2)
where c(i,j) denotes a coefficient at (i,j) in the
coarsest subband. The shorter L 1 distance means the

an interval distance is defined as follows. In the
process of making the feature vector of a frame, the
coarsest subband information is stored. A temporal
sequence of the coarsest subbands is further

closer similarity.

We measure the similarity between two
signはcance maps, on+i and Sn, by the Hamming
distance. The Hamming distance between two binary
㌍quences that have the same length is computed by
counting the binaries which differ to each other. It is

decomposed by a one‑dimensional temporal wavelet.
Every coefficient in finer subbands is encoded into 1
bit to form a signi丘cance map. As a result, a feature
vector of a given video interval is produced.
The distance between two intervals is computed by
comparing feature vectors of those intervals. It is

defined by

￨sn+,‑sa￨U‑∑∑ smU.j)◎Sn(iJ)}
1

J

( 3 )

worth noting that Eq.(4) equally applies to the
similarity distance between two intervals except that

where s(i,j) denotes a binary at (/,;') and ㊨ repre‑
sents exclusive OR. The shorter Hamming distance
means a better match.

three‑dimensional indices are used instead of tw0‑
dimensional indices of C and 5 in Eq.(2) and Eq.

( 3 ), respectively.

The above two sorts of similarity are combined to
define the similarity distance between two feature
vectors of frames, Fn+i and Fn. It is defined by a
weighted sum of the Hamming distance and the L 1
distance, as follows.

Fig.3 plots the frame distance and interval dis‑
tance for a test video sequence, Color Harmony for
Your Home. Let fm be the mth frame. The mth
frame distance denotes the similarity distance
between fm and /m+i. Similarly, let ln be the wth

￨￨Fn+l‑Fn￨￨= wo￨￨Cn+1 ‑ Cn￨￨ M/l￨￨Sn+i ‑Sn￨￨H,

interval. The t‡th interval distance denotes the simi‑
(4)
larity

where wo and w1 are weights.
3.3

Two‑Step Approach for Gradual Transition

distance

between

ln

and

u十i.

Every

interval

has the same duration of 1.0 second, and the frame
rate of the test sequence is 30 frames per second.

Detection
3.3.1

Definition of an Interval Distance

Thus, In contains 30 frames ranging from 30Xnth
frame through 30×(n+1) th frame.

In order to capture a gradual shot transition, we
divide a given video sequence into multiple intervals
and measure the similarity between those intervals.
It is desirable that the duration of an interval is long
enough to cover a gradual shot transition, and is also
short enough so that two or more shot transitions do

A cut appears at the 1,673th frame. The frame
distance well captures the cut. A dissolve appears
from 1,780th frame through 1,814 th frame. Unlike
a cut. the frame distance does not clearly capture the
event of a dissolve. Although, relatively large frame
distances are observed around the dissolve, they are

not appear in a single video interval. These video
intervals can have different durations in a single
video sequence. Unfortunately, there is no way to
determine the optimal duration unless extra knowト
edge of the video sequence is given. A predetermined
regular duration would be a reasonable choice.
The duration of a video interval is arbitrary. The
computational cost can, however, restrict the upper

bound. Meng20) detects a dissolve region based on an
observation that a dissolve usually lasts from 30 to 60
frames, i.e., about one or two second. Also, Jun141
applies a heuristic rule that the duration of a dissolve
transition is typically longer than 0.3 second.

Fig.3

Frame distance and interval distance for
Color Harmony for Your Home
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not so definite like an impulsive frame distance at a

dissolve.

cut point. On the other hand, the corresponding

3.3.2

Two‑Step Detection Algorithm

Fig. 4 describes the two‑step detection algorithm.

interval distance clearly re日ects the presence of the

A given video sequence is divided into multiple inter‑
vals.

Let

ln

represent

the

nth

interval.

/ォ+i

repre‑

sents the interval that follows the previous interval
ln.
In STEP 1, the interval distance HIn+i‑In¥¥ for /n in
issue is computed. If ￨￨/n+i‑/J exceeds a given
threshold value, an extended interval ln is defined by
concatenating the丘rst frame in In+i to the original
frames in In. Then, STEP 2 is performed for l'n. The
reason for using I'n instead of In is to detect a shot
boundary that coincides with the boundary between
In and 7B+i. If 7B+i‑In¥¥ doesnot exceed thethreshold
value, we conclude that there is no shot transition m
In, and STEPl is performed for the next pair of
intervals.

In STEP 2, for every frame in h, a frame distance
is computed. Then, a position that takes the maxi‑
mum distance is searched. If the maximum distance
exceeds a prescribed threshold value, a shot boundary
is assumed to have been detected. Otherwise, no shot
boundary is detected in I'n and return to STEP 1.
A list of shot boundaries is obtained after the above
iterative procedure. The frame distance and the
interval distance are computed by comparing the
feature vectors for frames and for intervals, respec‑
tively. It should be noted that a feature vector is not
generated for all frames in a given video sequence.
Actually, a frame in an interval that is considered to
be unchanged is never processed in STEP 2.
4. Implementations and Evaluations
4.1 Implementations of Detection Algorithms
At first, we have implemented the proposed detec‑
tion algorithm in the following configurations. For
every frame in a given video interval, seven‑level
spatial decompositions for both rows and columns are
performed. The finest two levels are truncated. A
sequence of the spatially coarsest subbands is max‑
lmally decomposed along time until the temporally
coarsest subband component becomes single.
Every frame in a given video interval is transfor・
med into a two‑dimensional wavelet transform
Fig. 4
22

Two‑Step Algorithm

domain as follows. A one‑dimensional wavelet trans‑
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form is implemented by a lifting scheme2". It is

test video sequence.

known that any wavelet transform implemented by

Two other detection algorithms are selected for a

two‑band filtering with FIR filters is decomposed into

comparison purpose. A color code histogram algorith‑

lifting steps22'. The lifting allows us to implement a

m has been constructed as follows. After decoding a

wavelet transform in the m‑place computation. No

given video sequence, RGB color frame image is

additional memory is needed for the computation of a

obtained. Each color band is assumed to have 8‑bit

wavelet transform. In addition, filters used in the

color depth.

lifting steps are simple compared with those of filter‑

significant 2 bits are taken and they are combined to

banks. Thus, it reduces the computational complex‑

form a 6‑bit color code. A 64‑bin color code histo‑

ity; asymptotically it is twice as fast as the convolu‑

gram is calculated for a given frame. A distance

tion implementations221. A two‑dimensional spatial

between two color code histograms is defined as the

wavelet transform is obtained by alternating horizon‑

sum of absolute difference between corresponding

tal one‑dimensional wavelet transforms and vertical

bins.

transforms.

For every color band, the most

A twin‑comparison approach, the third algorithm,

A choice of a particular wavelet would affect the

is a device for detecting gradual shot transitions. It is

effectiveness and computational complexity in detect‑

developed by ZhanglO'and is described in Section 2.3.

ing video shot boundaries. We chose the 5/3‑tap

We have implemented it based on above mentioned

integer wavelet as the spatial wavelet, which is

color code histogram. A lower threshold value TL is

mandatory in JPEG2000. This wavelet would be

given by

preferable to describe major contents of a frame
image. Generally, frames in a video sequence that

Tl‑wTh

(6)

where, Th denotes a given higher threshold value and

exist close m time are likely to be very similar to

w is a weight. Three weights of 0.5, 0.25 and 0.1 are

each other. Especially in a single shot, the back‑

tested and the best result is used for comparisons.

ground would be almost the same. The Haar wavelet

All test video sequences are encoded with MPEG‑1

can well describe piece‑wise constant signals23', and is

format. They are transcorded into Motion‑JPEG and

thus appropriate for the temporal wavelet. More‑

Motion‑JPEG 2000, respectively. Every algorithm is

over, the Haar wavelet is very simple, easy to imple‑

implemented by Java and runs on a personal com‑

ment, and has the least computational complexity.

puter equipped with Intel Pentium4

Both spatial and temporal wavelets are implemented

proposed algorithm runs faster than real time for

by the lifting scheme.

Motion‑JPEG sequences. However, it runs slower

Coeffcients in finer subbands are sorted by magni‑

The

than real time for Motion‑JPEG 2000 because entropy

tude in decreasing order. Top 50 coefficients are

decoding of Motion‑JPEG2000

encoded as significant. A list of their indices forms a

computations.

significance map. A distance between frames and a

CPU.

4.2

requires intensive

Recall and Precision

distance between video intervals are computed by Eq.

We have calculated recall and precision241 for sev‑

(4). wo is set to be the reciprocal of the number of

eral test video sequences for evaluations of the

coe伝cients in the coarsest subband and w1 is set to be

proposed method. They are selected from the Open

unity in our experiments. The duration of the video

Video Project‑ ) and MPEG‑7 Contents Set26). They

interval used for two‑step shot boundary detection is

include various genres sucll as news, sports, and

1.0 second. Those have been computed for each color

animations. Ground truth data of shot boundaries are

component of a given video sequence. Finally, a

available for some of the test sequences. For the

threshold value Ti for an interval distance is given by

other test sequences, we have manually checked them

T,‑wTF

(5)

and constructed the ground truth data.

where, 7> denotes a given threshold value for a frame

Recall expresses the percentage of actually detect‑

distance and w is a weight. This weight is fixed at

ed co汀ect shot boundaries out of the full set of

1.25 through an analysis of a few‑minute subset of the

correct shot boundaries. It is dehned as
23
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γ=

Me

(7)

nc+nm

Section 3.3. Every detection algorithm marks satis‑
factory performance for cut detection as expected. In

where nc is the number of shot boundaries that are
correctly detected and nm is the number of shot
boundaries that are missed. Precision expresses the

color code histogram, twin‑comparison and one‑step
algorithms, a few fades causes an explosion of false
positives at higher recall levels. In contrast, the

percentage of detected correct shot boundaries

two‑step detection algorithm is robust for them and

among all detected shot boundaries. It is defined as

marks the best performance.

♪‑荒

(8)

where nノis the number of shot boundaries that are

including 71,379 frames. It has 477 shot transitions

falsely detected.
A recall‑precision curve is parameterized by a
threshold value used in the detection algorithms. A
higher threshold value would produce a higher preci‑
sion with a lower recall. Conversely, a lower thresh‑
old value would produce a lower precision with a
higher recall. A curve that has higher precisions
among all recall levels implies better in performance.

We examined several tens of threshold values.
4.3

Fig. 6 shows the recall vs. precision for the test
sequence Vl‑1. It is an 47‑minute news program

special transition effects. Various topics are included
such as artist interviews, conferences, sports and art
galleries. The proposed two‑step detection algorithm
keeps high precision over a wide range of recall,
while the other detection algorithms decrease the
precisions as the recall level increases because of
gradual transitions such as dissolves and wipes.
Similar results are obtained for the other test video

Experimental Results

Fig. 5 shows the recall vs. precision for the test
sequence Challenge at Glen Canyon. It is a 27‑minute
documentary video including

consisting of 373 cuts, 90 dissolves, 7 wipes and 7

48,450

frames. It

describes the methods employed in repairing the spilレ
way at Glen Canyon Dam. It has 247 shot boundaries
consisting of 232 cuts, ll dissolves and 4 fades. It
seems to be made from丘Ims by digitizing them, and
thus, they include scratch noises,尺Ickers, and position

shifts to some extent. Two・st勿in the 6gure denotes
the proposed algorithm. One‑step algorithm is a part
of the two‑step algorithm. It is implemented for the
purpose of evaluating frame distance‑based detection
described in Section 3.2. The two‑step approach is a
device for detecting gradual transitions described in

sequences in our experiments. Two frame‑based
detection techniques, color code histogram and the
one‑step algorithm, well detect a cut, however, they
are sometimes too sensitive to short gradual transi‑
tions, camera motions and noises. On the other hand,
they are insensitive to slow dissolves.

Twin‑

comparison and the proposed two‑step algorithm
improve those frame distance‑based algorithms in
terms of robustness against noises and sensibility to
slow dissolves.
4.4

Current Limitations

Several false positives are caused by camera
motions such as zooming and panning. A camera
motion produces similar frame distance and interval
distance as a gradual transition does. A camera
1
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motion is differentiated from a gradual transition by
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